
STAY UPDATED WITH WHAT HAPPENS IN THE SAN JUAN ISLANDS!

Great Islands Clean Up
 
Spring into action for Earth Day on April 22 and join locals for Great Island
Cleanups at some of Lopez, Orcas, and San Juan Islands’ most beautiful beaches.
This is an opportunity for our community and guests to get outside and help
make our islands plastic- and litter-free by the sea. Cleanup after parties will have
live music, local food and drinks, and trash art projects for kids. 
 
Explore details at the Island Cleanups website!

CURRENT EVENTS
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CHECK OUT THE LATEST NEWS FROM CBSJI AT WWW.SANJUANISLANDS.COM

Nella at the Orcas Center

Born in Venezuela, Nella skyrocketed to international renown fueled by her
powerhouse voice and undeniable presence. In a short time, she went from Berklee
College of Music graduate to winner of the 2019 Latin GRAMMY® Award for Best New
Artist. That same year, her full-length debut, Voy, received acclaim from NPR and
yielded the hit “Me Llaman Nella” which surpassed 1.4 million Spotify streams and 1.4
million views on YouTube. In addition, the title track was named the 14th best song of
2019, in any genre, by the New York Times. 

Visit the Orcas Center website to buy tickets! 

Street Cheese Pop-Up Cheese Shop at Roots Orcas Island

Courtney and Tailor are bringing a boat load of incredibly rare and delicious cheeses,
along with their trusty scale, and will be tasting and portioning them for sale in the
middle of Eastsound! Girl meets Dirt will join them with a sampling of their various
jams and preserves. Come sample for free and we’ll also be offering a special wine by
the glass from girl meets dirt for the afternoon. All Cheese and jams will be available
for retail sale, first come, first served.

Visit the Roots Orcas Island website for additional information! 

Teen Flashlight Easter Egg Hunt

Grab a flashlight and a bag for a challenging egg hunt at Jackson Beach! On GO!
participants storm the beach rummaging the driftwood and sand in search of
masterfully hidden eggs to exchange for candy. The fun doesn’t stop there, stay
to warm up by the bonfire and hang out after you’ve found your eggs! 
Grades 6-12, FREE! On Friday, April 7 from 8:30-9:30pm.

Visit the Island Rec site for more info!
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